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Speakers – Neal Walters
•

Partner at Ballard Spahr LLP and head of its
Product Liability and Mass Tort Group

•

Defends consumer product class actions

•

Tried
i d two consumer product
d class
l actions
i
to
jury verdict

•

p
addressing
g some of the unique
q developments
p
that occur
Experience
later in a class action, including post-trial decertification of a class
and complex issues surrounding post trial claims proceedings

•

Substantial experience counseling clients on product and classaction-related risks before they reach litigation, including regulatory,
advertising and risk management

•

G d t off Rutgers
Graduate
R t
College
C ll
andd Rutgers
R t
School
S h l off Law
L
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Speakers – Justice Roberto Rivera-Soto
•

After serving a seven-year term as a Justice
of the S
Supreme
preme Court
Co rt of New
Ne Jersey,
Jerse Justice
J stice
Rivera-Soto returned to the practice of law,
joining Ballard Spahr LLP as a partner in its
litigation practice

•

Prior to his service on the Court, Justice RiveraSoto was a partner in a national law firm, and had been general counsel
of two major gaming and entertainment companies

•

He started
d hi
his career as an Assistant
A i
United
i d States
S
Attorney
A
assigned
i d to
the Criminal Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. During his career, he has received a number of awards
and is a Fellow of the American Bar Foundation

•

He is a graduate of Haverford College (B.A. 1974; with departmental
honors) and the Cornell University School of Law (J.D. 1977)
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Why Class Certification Experts?
•

Federal Rule 23(b)(3) and its state counterparts require that common
i
issues
off fact
f t predominate
d i t over individual
i di id l issues.
i

•

The questions raised by the elements of the causes of action asserted
on behalf of the class must be subject to common answers. Dukes v.
W lM t
Wal-Mart.

•

Whether a practice that appears to have impacted several people
extends to the entire affected group is not always apparent from the
f t “Some”
facts.
“S
” does
d
nott mean “all.”
“ ll ”

•

There is, therefore, a temptation to utilize experts to supplement the
factual record.
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Why Class Experts: Products
•

Something
g is undesirable about a product’s
p
performance
p
or official statements about the product’s capabilities are
inaccurate.

•

The buyer contends that – if they had been properly
informed -- they would not have purchased the good, or
that he or she would have p
paid less for it;; or that theyy have
incurred consequential out of pocket repair costs for its
non-performance.

•

The consumer similarly contends that there was preexisting knowledge of the problem, thus characterizing the
concern as a traditional fraud theory.
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Why Class Experts: Products
•
•

•
•

•

Experts are used in product cases typically to address whether the
manifestation of a defect in the product will be experienced by all class
members, or only by some.
This may involve the review of statistics as to percentages of product failure
and extrapolation. It also often involves the review of product designs to
determine whether a particular failure criticism can be expected to occur in
other models.
Causation is also a regular subject of class experts’ opinions. Products can
and often do fail for variety of reasons unrelated to the criticism.
Causation in advertising cases translates to the element of reliance.
Allegations of misstatements in product literature often call into action
consumer behavior experts testifying to the issue of the impact of the
advertising upon buying decisions and the issue of presumed reliance.
Finally, the issue of aggregate damages frequently is the subject of expert
economists’ testimony on class certification.
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Class Experts: A Broad Range of Products
•

Pharmaceuticals

•

Medical Devices

•

Electronics

•

Appliances

•

Automobiles
bil
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Why Class Experts: Products
•
•
•

•
•

Moulton v. LG USA Electronics, Inc., et al., 2:11-cv-04073-JLL (DNJ) –
Putative plaintiff class claims that defendant
defendant’ss LCD and plasma televisions
are subject to premature degradation.
Montich v. Miele USA, Inc., 3:11-cv-02725-FLW (DNJ) – Putative plaintiff
class alleges that the design of defendant’s washing machines causes mold
build up
build-up.
In re: Onstar Contract Litigation, MDL 07-md-1867 (ED Mi.) – Putative
plaintiff class alleges consumer fraud against OnStar and several auto
manufacturers for allegedly failing to disclose impact of switch from analog
to digital cell
cellular
lar service
ser ice on telematics equipment.
eq ipment
DeBenedetto v. Denny’s, Inc., MID-L-6259-09 (NJ Super. Ct.) – Putative
plaintiff class alleges that restaurant chain’s menus failed to disclose food’s
unhealthy sodium levels.
Stewart v. Beam Global Spirits and Wine, et al, 1:11-cv-5149-NLH (DNJ) –
Putative plaintiff class alleges that beverage falsely claimed to be all natural
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Why Class Experts: Products
•
•
•
•
•

Little v. Kia Motors America, Inc., UNN-L-800-01 (N.J. Super. Ct.) –
Plaintiff class alleges that defendant failed to disclose premature
brake degradation
Oshana v. Coca-Cola Co., 225 F.R.D. 575 (N.D. Ill. 2005) – Putative
pplaintiff class alleged
g defendant failed to disclose additive in Diet
Coke
Debbs v. Chrysler Corp., 810 A.2d 137 (Pa. Super. Ct. 2002) –
Plaintiff class alleged defendant failed to disclose potential injuries
that could result from airbag deployment
Lee v. Carter-Reed Company, 4 A.3d 561 (N.J. 2010) – Plaintiff class
alleges that nutritional supplement was not effective at inducing
weight loss or other health benefit
Gale v. IBM Corp., 781 N.Y.S.2d 45 (App. Div. 2004) – Putative
plaintiff class alleged defendant misrepresented capabilities of
computer
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Not for Today – Other Examples of Class Experts
•

Consumer Financial Services
-

•

Labor and Employment
-

•

FLSA and Discrimination claims; class impact analysis
ADA claims for accessibility and accommodations

Securities Class Actions
-

•

Mortgage Disclosures, Credit Card Services, Truth in Lending
Not Expert Heavy

Fraudulent practices
Market impact

Antitrust Cases
-

P i Fi i andd Market
Price-Fixing
M k Impact
I
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Why Class Experts: Regulation and Products
•

In the Onstar MDL, plaintiffs attempted to establish the
automobile
bil manufacturers’
f
’ knowledge
k
l d regarding
di the
h analog
l
sunset by pointing to their statements during the FCC
rulemaking process.

•

Plaintiff alleged that, e.g., Audi’s comments to the FCC in
which it stated that “initial and subsequent owners of these
vehicles should have a reasonable opportunity to benefit from
their
h i investment”
i
” in
i Onstar
O
equipment
i
before
b f
the
h FCC takes
k
action “could have the potential effect of stranding their
investment.”

•

Plaintiffs’ engaged FCC, Consumer Behavior and Economic
Experts in an attempt to establish that discontinuing analog
services without proper notice stranded consumers’ investment
i the
in
th analog-only
l
l equipment
i
t
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Why Experts: Product Manuals and Instructions
•

Instruction and Owner’s Manuals can be a frequent source of
consumer fraud claims.
claims

•

Experts are frequently engaged to opine as to the accuracy of
product depictions and representations as well as consumer
expectations.
i
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Why Experts: Product Manuals and Instructions
Independent Research

Critique

Climb 60%
grades

Don’t expect this truck to climb
hill att high
hills
hi h speeds
d

“Experience the product”
Test Drive…
Drive

Support

•195 horsepower
•0-60 in 18 secs.
•7,000 lbs.
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Why Class Experts: Aggregate Damages
•

An average or “aggregate” of the damages may be a large number.
Even if only one-half of one million class members suffered $ 500 in
loss, that is $ 250 million.

•

Every class member must have suffered damage to be a member of
the class, and the determination of who has suffered damage must be
subject to a common answer.

•

Expert economists frequently testify as to common impact (plaintiffs)
and the disparate impact (defendants) that a company’s practices are
alleged to have had upon plaintiffs’ financial losses. Aggregate
damages calculations must be based on upon reliable methodologies.
methodologies
See, e.g., Muise v. GPU, Inc., 851 A.2d 799 (N.J.Super. App. Div.
2004).
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Prevailing Class Expert Issue: Composite Plaintiffs
•

An important question to ask in any class action in which a party has
engaged an expert to support or defend class certification is whether
the expert’s opinion is properly grounded in the experience of at least
the named class representatives.

•

Has the plaintiff experienced the precise failure mode of the product
cited by the expert?

•

Are other causal factors present that contributed to the specific
experience of the class representatives?

•

Do differences among the class representatives with respect to
product use impact the expert’s opinions regarding predominance?

•

Do differences among class representatives with respect to purchase
eexpectations
pec o s impact
p c thee expert’s
e pe s opinions
op o s regarding
eg d g reliance?
e
ce?
20

Why Experts: Consumer Buying Decisions
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Evolution: Scrutiny of Class Certification and Experts
•

The trend toward a greater scrutiny of class certification proofs has made
challenging experts at the certification stage a real consideration.

•

As the determination of class certification has become a more robust
exercise, so has the consideration of class experts.

•

Historically, courts were more inclined to follow the Eisen test and apply
a more limited review of class certification issues. See Eisen v. Carlisle &
Jacqueline, et al., 417 U.S. 156, 157 (1974).

•

Because such determinations were viewed as preliminary, they were also
subject to amendment as the factual record developed, including motions
for decertification.

•

During the past 10 years, courts increasingly have engaged in a more
thorough review of class certification, more often taking into
consideration the merits of the claims and defenses and the weight of the
evidence.
id
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Evolution: Scrutiny of Class Certification and Experts
•

As a result, class certification discoveryy is a more involved
exercise, which takes considerably longer.

•

Court are far less willing to differentiate between class and
merits discovery.
disco er Practically,
Practicall courts
co rts are less willing
illing to
bifurcate these stages of the case.

•

O te , most
Often,
ost of
o the
t e merits
e ts discovery
d scove y iss already
a eady conducted
co ducted at
the time that the court entertains class certification briefing.

•

It is this practical backdrop against which a similar appetite
f considering
for
id i the
h substance
b
off expert proofs
f has
h grown.
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Evolution: Scrutiny of Class Certification and Experts
•

A type
yp of “Daubert-Lite” Standard has been brewingg for
about a decade.

•

Different types of scrutiny have been applied to the same
concept – the question
q estion is: exactly
e actl what
hat degree of reliability
reliabilit is
required to support an expert’s opinion at the class
certification stage.

•

There is a tendency to over-think this. The guiding principle
is whether there exists a reliable factual basis and a
methodology on which to reach the opinion and otherwise
whether the opinion is necessary or cumulative of other
evidence.
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Evolution: In Re Hydrogen Peroxide
•

In In re Hydrogen
y g Peroxide Antitrust Litig.,
g , 552 F.3d
305 (3d Cir. 2008), the Third Circuit confirmed that a
court shall apply the rigorous scrutiny standard of review
to class certification decisions.
decisions

•

Courts are to weigh the evidence proffered in support and
opposition to class certification

•

This may require mini-Daubert challenges to the parties’
experts
p
at the class certification stage
g
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Pre-Dukes Evolution: Honda v. Allen
•

If an expert
p is engaged
g g to speak
p
to class certification issues,
his methodology and conclusions are likely subject to at least
a minimal Daubert scrutiny. See, e.g., American Honda
Motor Co., Inc. v. Allen,, 600 F.3d 813,, 814 ((7th Cir. 2010))
(reversing grant of certification in light of inadequate
Daubert analysis and unreliable expert testimony).
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Evolution: Wal-Mart v. Dukes
•

In Wal-Mart v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541 ((2011),
) over 1 million
employees sue employer for discrimination.

•

Significant expert testimony proffered about the impact of the
discriminator practices.
discriminatory
practices Some,
Some or all?

•

The Supreme Court’s ultimate decision cast doubt on the
eefficacy
cacy of
o class
c ass certification
ce t cat o in such
suc cases generally;
ge e a y; however,
oweve ,
the standard of review of expert evidence at the class
certification stage was only addressed in dicta.

•

IIn reviewing
i i the
h District
Di i Court’s
C
’ finding
fi di that
h Daubert
D b did not
apply, the Supreme Court stated “[w]e doubt this is so.”
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Following Dukes: A Mixed Approach to Experts
•

Ellis v. Costco Wholesale Corp.,
p 657 F.3d 970, 981-83(9
( th Cir.
2011)

•

Cholakyan v. Mercedez-Benz USA, LLC, 281 F.R.D. 534, 54143 (C.D.
(C D Cal.
Cal 2012)

•

Cox v. Zurn Pex, Inc., 644 F.3d 604, 612-14 (8th Cir. 2011)

•

Gl
Glazer
v. Whi
Whirlpool,
l l 678 f.3D
f 3D 409
409, 417
417-18
18 (6th Cir.
Ci 2012)
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Where We Are Now: Comcast v. Behrend, et al.
•

The U.S. Supreme Court heard argument in November 2012 in Comcast
v. Behrend, et al, cert. granted (U.S. June 25, 2012, No. 11-864).

•

It is expected that the Supreme Court may eliminate disparate treatment
as to the role of Daubert inquiries at the class certification stage.

•

The District Court granted class certification over Comcast’s attack of
numerous experts testifying to anti-trust impact damages arising out of
cable television market shares.

•

The Third Circuit Affirmed the District Court’s grant of class
certification and, in so ruling, engaged in an extensive discussion of In Re
Hydrogen Peroxide Antitrust Litig., 552 F.3d 305 (3d Cir. 2008) and its
application
li i to the
h scrutiny
i to be
b afforded
ff d d experts at the
h class
l certification
ifi i
stage.
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Appellate Perspective
•

What are the options
p
upon
p an adverse class certification
decision?

•

To the plaintiff, the denial of class certification is alleged
to be the death knell of the case, removing the incentive to
pursue larger recovery, by leaving only a single or several
individual claims.

•

To the defendant, the grant of class certification is akin to
a final judgment as to all issues, placing immense pressure
on the defendant to settle given the large number of claims
to be considered in one venue.
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Appellate Perspective: Strategy and Choices
•

Is the best choice an interlocutory
y appeal,
pp , or to further
develop the trial court record in hopes that more specific
facts will demonstrate that class certification is improper?

•

States and federal courts continue to look at the efficacy of
interlocutory review differently. FRCP 23(f) continues to
be construed more liberally
y in favor of review.

•

While state courts do recognize that class actions are
perhaps more deserving of interlocutory review, a state
court on average is still far less likely than a federal court
to grant a motion for leave on class certification.
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Appellate Perspective: Is this the right case?
•

Are the issues below sufficiently
y developed
p to enable the
appellate court to clearly address the basis for appeal?

•

Timing: do you want to chance the interim findings
associated with interlocutory review or do you want to
preserve the issue for an appeal on the merits?

•

B careful
Be
f l what
h t you askk for;
f you just
j t might
i ht gett it!

•

Consumer product cases often raise class certification
issues which complicated the interplay with the merits on
issues,
appeal.
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Appeal: Is the Bathtub Too Full?

Experts
Class RepDepositions
y
Written
W
tte Discovery
Pleadings
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Practical Considerations
•

Class certification decisions,, includingg decisions on the
reliability and impact of class certification experts, almost
invariably are now made upon a substantial record.

•

A more studied record may make decertification, as well
as successful appeals, less likely to be successful.

•

Consequently,
C
tl litigants
liti t more often
ft mustt be
b preparedd to
t go
“all-in” with their experts before the trial courts, leading to
a protracted period of class certification and merits
discovery.
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Important Questions
•

Should Defendants Be Wary
y of the Same Scrutiny
y of
Defense Experts?

•

When Should an Expert Challenge Take Place?

•

•

Certification Process

•

Stand-Alone Motion Post-Certification/Coupled
with Summary Judgment

•

At Trial

During Class Certification Briefing,
Briefing Should A Separate
Daubert Motion Be Filed?
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